INTRODUCTION
The detection of surface breaking defects in conducting materials is an important aspect of nondestructive evaluation (NOE). Eddy current NDE methods have been used effectively for the detection of fatigue cracks and other surface breaking flaws in conducting materials [1] , however, a detracting characteristic is that the eddy current transducer must be placed in close proximity to the test specimen. Since millimeter wave energy can propagate in air and does not require a couplant, millimeter wave NDE offers an alternative technique with the significant advantage of detection in a stand off mode of operation. Millimeter wave NDE has been shown to be effective at detecting small cracks [2] [3] , however, some methods under study require that the transducer be in close proximity with the specimen and thus suffer from the same disadvantages as eddy current techniques. This paper compares the detection capabilities of surface breaking flaws on conducting materials for millimeter wave NDE in the stand off mode and conventional eddy current NDE.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A schematic of the millimeter wave experimental set up used in this study is shown in Figure 1 . It consists of a Hewlett Packard 8510C network analyzer system with an operating frequency of 75-110 GHz. The millimeter wave transducer is a 25 dB Aerowave standard gain hom placed approximately 30 cm from the test sample used in the monostatic mode (acting as both transmitter and receiver). An aluminum plate with various EDM notches is mounted on a 3-D scanning system as shown in Figure 1 . The sample is mounted at a 45 degree angle to reduce specular reflection and is scanned in the X-Z plane with a spatial step of 1 mm. In the absence of a flaw the majority of millimeter wave energy is specularly reflected and little return energy is present In the presence of a flaw, the z 25 dB :?' , t
To test modules and : induced currents in the sample are disrupted and energy is scattered out from the plate in all directions. This scattered energy is received by the transducer and used to image the EDM notches. To exploit the frequency range of the system, the source is frequency swept from 75-110 GHz and the signal is subsequently Fourier transformed to obtain a time domain pulse. To decrease the amount of data required for storage, only the maximum of the time domain pulse and subsequent time-of-flight are recorded for imaging.
Two different techniques are utilized to image the millimeter wave data. The simplest technique consists of plotting the magnitude of the maximum received signal at each C-scan position. The other imaging technique is synthetic aperture radar (SAR) in which the time-of-flight and maximum are both utilized to create a focused image. The details of this technique are not described here, however, there are many excellent references describing the process [4] [5] . The SAR algorithm generates 3-D images, however, for simplicity the images shown here will consist of the maximum 2-D slice in the X-Z plane of the total 3-D image. The C-scan image is used to analyze the raw data obtained from the experiment, while SAR is used to increase resolution and decrease background noise.
The eddy current test set up utilizes the same 3-D scanning system of Figure I , however, the sample is placed flat in the X-Z-plane and an eddy current coil is scanned over the top of the sample with a resolution of 0.25 mm. A Zetec pencil probe with a diameter of 3.175 mm and an operating frequency of 500 KHz is used with a Zetec MIZ-17 eddy current tester to obtain impedance changes. The eddy current imaging is just plots of raster scans of coil impedance changes at each scan location.
EXPERIMENT AL RESULTS
A number of experiments were performed in order to compare millimeter wave SAR images and EC raster scan images of EDM notches of various length, width, and depth. (a)
... This reduces the number of view angles which can be used to create the image and subsequently limits the focusing ability of the algorithm. To reduce this problem wider beamwidth horns could be used, however, this would have the undesired effect of increased specular reflection from the hom. There are methods to reduce specular reflection effects through signal processing [6] , and this is an area for further investigation.
Although the shape of the SAR images does not distinguish the length of the notch, the maximum magnitude of the image is quite sensitive to crack length. This is because the amount of current interrupted is proportional to the notch length. Crack length and direction could possibly be determined with a calibration scheme which utilizes return signal strength and hom polarization. Since the shape of the millimeter wave SAR images shows little variance from that of Figure 2c and 2d for all of the EDM notches tested, the following results of eddy current and millimeter wave comparisons will show only the maximum amplitude of the resultant image. Figure 3 shows results from EDM notches 0.18 mm wide, 10 mm long, and with varying depths. Figure 3a is a plot of the maximum eddy current impedance magnitude change vs. EDM notch depth and Figure 3b shows a plot of millimeter wave SAR amplitude change vs. EDM notch depth. Both techniques have an increase in return signal strength for a corresponding increase in defect depth, however, after a certain depth there is no increase in millimeter wave return signal strength for a corresponding increase in EDM notch depth. This phenomena was seen in other experiments and requires further investigation, although, it is possibly caused by the inability of the waves generated by surface currents to propagate out of the deeper notch. Figure 4a shows results of eddy current responses to EDM notches 0.70 mm deep, 5 mm long and with varying width. The eddy current probe is sensitive to width changes as expected. It should be noted that although the maximum eddy current signal does not continue to increase for large widths, the small size of the probe would allow the width to be determined from a 2-D raster scan image. Figure 4b shows results of millimeter wave signals from EDM notches of varying width. The millimeter wave technique shows good sensitivity to width, and thus compares well with the eddy current technique.
These comparisons have shown that while the millimeter wave technique is sensitive to depth, length, and width; the eddy current technique exhibits superior sensitivity to the stand off millimeter wave inspection. As mentioned earlier, the crossrange resolution of the millimeter wave technique could be improved with a wider beamwidth horn and this should be investigated further. However, millimeter wave NDE is clearly effective at detecting surface defects from large distances away and does have significant advantages over other NDE techniques because a couplant is not required. Another significant advantage of the wave-based modality is its ability to interrogate components through dielectric barriers. This is considered next.
RESULTS FROM Mll..LIMETER WAVE INSPECTION THROUGH MATERIALS
A strength of millimeter wave NDE is demonstrated by its ability to image surface defects on aluminum plates covered with thick dielectric materials. For definiteness, the covered plates were inspected with the eddy current coil, however, the coil did not have any measurable change in impedance from that of the coil in air. Therefore, eddy current results are not shown in the following figures, and millimeter wave C-scan images will be compared to millimeter wave SAR images to demonstrate the benefits of the focusing technique. The millimeter wave tests were done on an EDM notch 0.45 nun wide, 10 mm long and 1.5 nun deep. A reference image with no covering is shown in Figure 5 . The C-scan image clearly distinguishes the crack and the SAR image shows a very slight improvement in image resolution. Figure 6a and 6b show C-scan and SAR images of the EDM notch with a 2 cm nonconducting honeycomb composite covering. The C-scan clearly shows the EDM notch as well as the periodic signal variation from the honeycomb itself. The SAR image significantly reduces the background signal from the honeycomb, giving a much clearer image of the EDM notch. Thus, even with limited angular resolution the SAR process has benefits. Figure 7a and 7b show C-scan and SAR images of the EDM notch covered with 2 mm of corrugated plastic with 10 dB losslmm and 8 mm of lossless plexiglass. The dielectric loss of the plastic has little effect on the signal due to the large dynamic range of the equipment. Figure 8 shows results from the notch covered with a cm inhomogeneous ceramic material. The image is distorted from the inhomogeneities in the sample, however, the SAR routine reduces the distortion significantly.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
It has been shown that millimeter wave NDE can be used to effectively detect surface breaking EDM notches on aluminum. The millimeter wave technique was sensitive to changes in depth, length and width, however, the sensitivity was not as great as that of an eddy current probe. These results have shown that millimeter wave NDE can be used effectively where eddy current techniques would be insufficient. The inspection of surface defects in conducting materials where direct access of the test sample is not possible appears to be a promising application of millimeter wave NDE. The millimeter wave technique was effective at detecting the EDM notches and SAR was used to decrease distortion from the inhomogeneities in the covering materials. An immediate goal of this study is to detennine how well actual fatigue cracks in conducting samples can be detected. A second focus will be to develop a calibration procedure which could not only detect cracks, but utilize hom polarization and return signal strength in conjunction with reference samples to detennine the size and shape of actual fatigue cracks.
